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was getting a somewhat annoying, yet bearable amp pop whenever the HU turned off or
switched source and was told that was due to the factory amp conflicting with the deck and
switching off and back on. Now however, with an aftermarket amp and subs installed, my subs
fire with the amp pop and it's far less tolerable. I've already had to do a relocation for the deck,
as well as split the rear preouts to run the subs so I'm hoping there is there a relatively simple
way to bypass the amp? I've been told a number of things about the Monsoon system, including
the fact that the rear 6x9s are DVC and would have to be replaced if I wanted to take my factory
amp out of the equation, is that valid? Just looking for some more input as I'm starting to feel
like I'm getting the run around on this install, Thanks. I used this method and it worked great
because all the connections are specific to the manufacturers, no cutting. When you wish to
remove the system, just unplug everything as the factory plugs have remained untouched.
Though my bypass didn't involve a Monsoon system, the factory speakers remained the same
and worked just fine. Bob Unregistered guest. It's not the same speaker setup though because I
have 4 tweeters, 2 6. I know mine has some really odd ohm loads and the amp does the
crossover work. I would be better off replacing all speakers than trying to get mine to work
without the monsoon amp. So before you cut the Monsoon amp, I'd double check with someone
who knows your specific system. To stop the subs from popping, you can just get an amp
trigger delay aka pop eliminator. The problem with the Monsoon is that it uses the music signal
as the turn on signal if it's like mine there's no separate wire for this. I really wish that I could
have gotten my car without Monsoon, but it automatically came with what I wanted. After
replacing the HU, I really haven't had a problem, but it's a deterrent to doing a full speaker
replacement for me. Thanks for the suggestion Michael. I shot crutchfield an e-mail to see if
they have a bypass harness. It may be a moot point because we had to hack up the harness
pretty bad when we put the deck in, but we might be able to work with it. I looked into that amp
trigger delay Bob and I think that might do the trick in at least eliminating the sub pops if the
harness doesn't work out. Thanks for your help guys. The speakers are 2ohm and completely
controlled by the stupid amp. If adding aftermarket gear, including speakers, there is no valid
reason to keep the factory amp, tear it out. I kinda like the stock look so I use a PAC preout
adapter, added two sets of outputs so I can add amps. The system even with the stock HU is
loud as hell and with my new RE's going in, be even louder. Looks kool, you look inside my car
and see two baby seats and nothing else that could lead to a person thinking I had some boom
going on, lol. The only modification to date is the addition of an Infinity Basslink Subwoofer. I'm
using a RCA hookup that's connected the driver side speaker wire at the back of the amp. I'd
like to replace the stock speakers and add a 4-channel aftermarket amp to the existing head
unit. I've searched high and low for some specs on the Bose setup; in particular, is the AMP
part of the head unit or does each speaker include it's own amp. I'm using a RCA hookup that's
connected the driver side speaker wire at the back of the 'head unit' not the amp You could use
the factory head unit if you liked but I would replace the factory speakers, they are all 2ohm and
don't handle much power. What year is your vehicle and do you have a picture of the HU?
Unfortunately, since all the speakers run through the amp I'm going to have to rewire the
speakers before I can yank the amp. Not a big deal, just time consuming and a pain when it's 15

degrees on all my days off. Polo is right though Cortez, on most of the factory premium audio
setups there will be a central amp somewhere in the car for all the speakers. My Monsoon amp
was in the trunk behind the carpeting on the left, but I've also seen them under the front seats
and behind the glove box. In terms of finding info, I spent a lot of time just putting my make,
model and year into search engines along with "Monsoon System" or "Monsoon Amp", I found
that to be the most efficient way to find message board posts with helpful info. Good luck. You
could try the12volt. Like I said, my speakers are weird ohm loads and the Monsoon amp has a
cross-over in it for the components. I changed out my HU, but left the Monsoon amp and
speaker. The HU is putting out a lot stronger signal than the Monsoon amp expects, but I
haven't had a problem. If I ditch the Monsoon amp, I'm ditching all the speakers too and rewiring
the car. It seems that everything about the Monsoon is as non-standard as you can get. I'm still
using the stock head unit that came with the Bose System and an Infinity Basslink subwoofer. It
took the installers about 6 hours to complete the job I started out with a Kicker 4-channel Amp,
but it had a bad hum in the right rear channel. Took my car back the next day and the installers
upgraded me to the MTX at no charge Especially when you consider, I just unloaded "a grand"
to do this upgrade and it took 8 hours total to complete the job. Bottom line: I'm a happy camper
for sure!!! Not to be a p00p but I wouldn't call going from a kicker to a MTX as an upgrade but
this is just my opinion as for all I now use is kicker. So how does it sound? Got any pictures?
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Great way to pass the time. Welcome back earth1. I'm still sticking by my project regal, even if it
has been a garage queen for the last couple of years. I want to thank those who run this site for
their dedication and for keeping this site going through the years. To have a really good Regal
GS, one has to have an extraordinary level of dedication to the car that includes a long-term
commitment to it, and not just a passing fancy. Similarly, to the people that keep this site going
through the years had to have a similar level of dedication and commitment to keeping it going.
I just want to tip my hat, pay my sincere respect to this level of commitment, and say thank you.
I will try to contribute what I can. I hope to see others that love their Regals be active here in this
site, and for the Regal community to support each other. Count me in. I finally remembered my
password and can get logged in. I have missed posting to this forum. Lots of things to add here
from my own Regal GSE project. Sucks these forums are as vacant as they are Yet still, we lurk.
Ya, most of the original wave of active members have changed vehicles to something probably
less mod-friendly, with the occasional person in an LS or Hemi that they do some bolt-ons to.
Kinda sad that forums faded. Posted 21 July - PM. Posted 24 July - PM. Posted 26 July - AM.
Posted 27 July - AM. Posted 02 August - AM. Posted 02 August - PM. Community Forum
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Monsoon amp draining battery? Problem solved! Started by 01abboud , Jul 21 PM. Page 1 of 2 1
2 Next. It sounds great, but I think it's staying on when the car is off. The battery on the car dies
after a couple days of sitting sometimes less! My next step is to bypass it and see what
happens! Has anybody else had a similar experience? Are you saying that you stock amp is
quite warm while working or when everything is off. I have a brand new Kinetik Dry cell watt
battery and it still kills that after about a week or so. Posted 24 July - PM Haha, both! It's warm
all the time I'm going to bypass it this weekend. I know it's staying on, because when I had the
car off, I pulled the 15 amp "Premium Sound" fuse, and the speakers all kinda made the
"whoomp" noise that tends to happen when an amp is turned off unexpectedly. So yeah, I'll just
run wires from the HU to the speakers and disconnect the amp completely. I'd imagine that
you'd be in good shape if you do the same! Posted 24 July - PM I'll have to go try that today. I'm
not too excited about cutting up that harness back there tho. I hate lifting LBS out of my trunk
by myself Posted 24 July - PM Don't cut the harness!! An easy thing to try is to just pull the 15
amp fuse for the amp the Premium Sound fuse that's up in the fuse panel. If that seems to take
care of the problem, just leave the fuse out No need to cut anything. And, you can probably just
leave your subs where they are If when you pull the fuse you get any noises I'm just hoping I
don't lose a bunch of sound when I do this I can always add some real subs later! Hope this
makes sense! Posted 24 July - PM Running fresh wires does sound like more of a pain in the
ass then cutting the harness. The most time consuming part will probably be taking apart the
doors. We have so much room under our panels to run wires! It's all up to you. I'll let you know
how it goes! Posted 24 July - PM Well I unplugged the 15 amp fuse and it didn't pop or make any
indication that it was already on so ill just leave it for a while I think. Posted 24 July - PM Check

in a few hours to see if the amp is cool. That might show you a difference. Or, just let it sit for a
few days and see if it starts! That should take care of my draining battery I'm actually pretty
impressed by the way it sounds. The sound is cleaner, and I think I might actually have more
bass, rather than less! The process wasn't too terrible, especially if you've ever run wiring for a
system. Basically, I spent 12 bucks on a 50 foot roll of 14 gauge speaker wire That was the easy
part! The more tedious part was taking the doors back apart done once for the component set
that I installed a while ago and getting the wire through the rubber piece that goes from the door
to the car. I found that disconnecting it from the body of the car and stuffing the wire through
was the easiest way. It takes a little effort, and my knuckles lost some skin, but it wasn't
horrible. I ran the wire from the deck to the crossover box, and then out to the woofer and
tweeter. It's all installed, I've got clean connections at all the speakers, and thicker wire running
from the deck to the speakers. All in all, definitely worth the effort! Go for it! Posted 26 July - AM
Oh yeah, and my awesome wife helped! I will see if thats what it is for me. Posted 02 August AM Problem solved!!!!!!! Just thought I'd post back We were gone for a week, got back, and the
car started! I can't even say how happy I am that this problem is taken care of! I'd definitely
recommend going out and doing some rewiring! Good luck guys! Posted 02 August - AM I
wonder if you only get this problem if you have the monsoon system and install a aftermarket
radio? Posted 02 August - PM I think that may be the case. I have a theory, but it's just a theory.
My understanding is that the amp has a circuit in the speaker-level input that turns it on when it
senses a signal from the HU. I wonder if our aftermarket HUs put too much power through the
amp and destroy the circuit that turns it on and off. I haven't tried putting the factory HU back in
to test the theory, but I don't think the factory deck has anything else sending a signal back to
the amp to turn it on and off. I really don't know, but I'm just happy the problem is gone! Posted
02 August - PM I don't understand why we can't just unplug the stock amp connector and then
in a way short out the speaker wires so that you can delete the amp. Haha if you can understand
that. Posted 02 August - PM Yeah, you are welcome to do that, and it'll work That, and I've got
better connections to the speakers this way, with bigger wiring. It's up to you! Posted 02 August
- PM I have noticed that my battery will die over a couple days but my amp won't get hot unless
my radio is on. Posted 02 August - PM Hmm I'm trying to remember what mine did. I know it was
really hot when the radio was on I'm not sure I'd say if it was warm or hot when it was off. It's
always in the 90s here, so everything is warm! I just know that the amp was warmer than the
metal around it, even if the car had been sitting. Anyway, I'd just go ahead and bypass it to rid
yourself of the headache. I can't tell you how nice it was to go out to my car and actually have it
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